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Abstract

Radial profiles of electron density, temperature and H. intensity
are presented for the rotating plasna device F-l. The hydrogen filling
pressure, the average magnetic field strength at the midplane, and
the pov^r Input to the discharge have been varied in the ranges
10-100 mTorr, 0.25-0.5 Tesla, and 0.1 to 1.5 MH, respectively. These
experiments have be*»'; performed with the train purpose of studying
the gas blanket (co?d-mant1e) state of the plasma. It 1s shown, that
a simple spectroscopic irethod c.?n be used to derive the radial
distribution of the »1 ctron temperature 1n such plasmas. The observed
peak temperatures and densities are in agreement with earlier
theoretical estimates.! • • we )



1. Introduction

For the evaluation of the gas blanket (cold-mantle) state of a
magnetically confine' plasma IJ.2J» it is necessary to Know the plasma
density and temperature profiles as well as the neutral gas density
distribution across the partially ionized boundary layer.
It is difficult to measure the neutral density, although some attempts
have already been made to u;;e near resonant Rayleigh scattering of laser
light and resonance fluorescence in a number j f experiments [3,4j. On the
other hand the electron density and temperature are easier to determine.
Thus,by using a model fcr the diffusion of the ground state neutrals ana
for the effective ionization and recombination rates \s], it is possible to
calculate the neutral density profile approximately.

In this paper we describe the measurements and the equipment used to
obtain the electron density »nd temperature profiles in the Fl rotating
plasma device (Vj (F\g.l), and discuss the simple spectroscopic method used
to derive the temperature. The profiles are presented for a number of
discharges with a power input in the range 0.1 to 1.5 MH, an average magnetic
field strength at the mldolane between 0.25 and 0.5 Tesla and a hydrogen
filling pressure in the range iO to 100 uTorr.

2. The

We have u«<H an Asl-b>-Jephcr>U re», led cavity interferometer [7] to
measure th? line-irt»gr?tef< elcctr.-' -1.. it" (Fvi.2). A Spectra Physics
model 120 He-Ne les?r *-*, rr - • ,cd ' c, 3r?tion at the 3.39 micron line.
The magnetic stri>v r?v, .he plasma twSe ynich introduces Zeeman splitting
for suppression of • us --' a^:' > s-'nq had to be removed. We replaced the
cavity by quartz mirrors *ith reflectivities at, 3.39 micron 98*-(rear)
and 30% (fronJ),respectively. Any coxirrcial He-fle laser is suitable for
this application if it h - re-novati*» nirrors and I.R. transparent windows
on the plasma tube. Mith it's original power supply the laser produced
a noisy beam, so we replaced it with an Oltronix 3.4-K stabilized power
supply operated at 6mA in the constant currert mode. The 8kV pulse to the
discharge start-up ».as provided by a voltage doubling circuit between the
laser and the power supply. A fraction of the laser radiation was reflected



onto a Gudson Infrared In.As. detector from a quartz plate in the outer
cavity» and provided the phase shift signal. The beam had a full angle
divergence of 8 mrad. In order to increase the amount of light fed back
to the laser we used a so called "cat's eye" feedback reflector system.
In addition to increasing the signal amplitude considerably, this
arrangement greatly simplified the alignment procedure. The reflector system
consisted of a quartz lens of 250 mm focal length and a front surface alu-
minized plan* mirror situated at the focal plane Of tne lens. This mirror
was mounted on an inductive transducer, so that calibration signals could
be produced by a slight axial displacement of this mirror, thereby changing
the length of the outside cavity. It is advantageous to have fringe shapes
close to sinusoidal because then it is easy to interpret fractional changes.
The best way to achieve this seems to be to keep the modulation depth below
30% by slightly misaligning the outer cavity. Higher than 50% modulation
produced pointed Fabry-Perot-like fringes which made interpretation difficult
since the occasional multimode operation of the laser produced very similar
signals. The early part of the F-l discharge was very irregular and with
fast density fluctuations of the order of 1 MHz. The maximum density
produced about 3 full fringes, so the resulting signal frequency was about
3 MHz. This is above the upcer frequency limit of the detector system. By
operating the detector in a biased mode instead of the photovoltaic mode
used by us, the upper frequency limit could be increased. The preamplifier
then needs careful designing because of the temperature drift of the
detector. However, the ^ecay of the plasma was quiet. Therefore, the fringes
were counted backward from the "no-plasma" condition, i.e. after the decay
of the discharge. The baseline shift, which was caused by vibrations, were
compensated for by extrapolating tbx baseline back from the no-plasma point
assuming a constant slope. When this shift turned out to be greater than
half a fringe,the data were discarded. The line integrated eltctron density
was measured along cords at 5 mm intervals. Scans were started at the outer
wall. The width of the scanned region of the plasma was 6 cm. The radial
density profile was derived from the cord-Integrated density data by means
of Abel-Inversion.



3. The Abel inversion

Each data point was taken from a different discharge. Statistical
variations were smoothed out before the inversion was executed. We
used an approximating function composed of cubic splines, and fitted it
to the data, taking into account the estimated standard deviations. This
function could go negative at the outer edge and did not necessarily have
zero derivative at the axis. In the geometry of the F-l device the axis
was not included, so only the outer part of the data fitting had to be
corrected. The inversion was carried out in two stages. First, the
approximating function was sampled at 30 equidistant points and integrated
without differentiation. Then the main smoothing was introduced by a three
point filter, which completed the differentiation. The computation was
performed on a Tektronix 4051 desktop computer. The choice of 30 points
provided balance between the measurement error and the computational error
build-up.

4. The Electron Temperature

Spectroscopic electron temperature measurements generally use the
relative line intensities in subsequent ionization stages, or line to
continuum ratios in a model for excitation and ionization balance [8]. For
hydrogen plasmas, this usually means looking for impurity elements with
accurately known spectroscopic data or seeding the plasma with helium and
accepting It's adverse effects.

In a cold-mantle experiment a temperature profile can be determined
observing only hydrogen lines, if the electron density can be measured
Independently. Typically a boundary layer between the surrounding neutral
gas blanket and the fully ionized plasma core is at a few eV temperature with

15 -3a density of * 10 cm . In this parameter regime the Thomson scattering
signal to noise ratio is quite low and the stray scattered light reduction

requirements can become severe. The hydrogen line spectroscopy then becomes

complementary to Thomson scattering.



For any set of plasma parameters n >Te there exist»a principal quantum
number £ such, that all higher excited states are in local thermal
equilibrium with the plasma. This condition of Partial Local Thermal
Equilibrium (P.L.T.E.) can be expressed in the case of hydrogen as

n(k)«3.3KlO"22 k2 n* T ^ 1 ' 5 exp(E M/T e) for k » i (1)

Here E. . is the ionization energy of the state k and the other
-3

symbols have their usual meaning. We have ng in cm , and Eki in eV.
This equation relates the electron density n and temperature T g

to the density of hydrogen atoms n(k) in state k. By setting the electron and
hydrogen ion densities equal in the Sana equation, we have assumed a low
impurity content. The electron density was measured independently, and the
neutral density n(k) is directly proportional to the local emissivity of
the spectral lines originating from the level k.

Before discussing the measurement of the local emissivity, we examine
the assumptions of P.L.T.E. for the hydrogen Balmer B line. According to
Drawin [9] the conditions for P.L.T.E. in hydrogen for the level k are
as follows:

(a) The level k and all levels above it should be populated and depopulated
mainly by elf><"f"in"ic collisions. This gives a density limit

where n 1s in cm" , f. ^, is the absorption oscillator strength,

and P 1s a function tabulated by Drawin.



(b) The relaxation time to P.L.T.E. should be shorter than the charac-
teristic time scales of the plasma. The relaxation time is given by

with tjj in seconds.

(c) The diffusion length of the atoms in the level k should be
shorter than the length scales of the plasma. The diffusion length
approximately becomes

X. - 4 . 3 K 1 0 1 3 T*'4 n"1 k"2 p" 1' 2 (4)

with *y in cm. Here we have assumed that the electron temperature
and the atom temperature are equal.

For the Hg line at T e = leV the limiting parameters of the present
experiments are: n > 10 cm" , t. ^ 5 * 10" s and A 4$ 0.03 cm, so
the assumption of P.L.T.E. is justified over a large region of interest. The
formulae (2)-(4) are given for the case when no reabsorption of radiation
takes place. However, any reabsorption would pus.i the population densities
further towards P.L.T.E., so the given constraints are the most stringent.

Now we return to the measurement of the density of hydrogen in level k .
In the geometry of Fig.3 the local emissivity I. „ expressed as the number
of photons emitted per unit volume into the solid angle Q and in the
wavelength interval d> is given by

(5)

Here A^. 1s the spontaneous transition probability from level k to t
and f(x) 1s the profile function of the spectral line. The detector signal



is proportional to the cord-integrated emissivity with a constant of
proportionality K being dependent on the apparatus. The measured
intensity becomes

'xo

• • r X°g(X)f(A,x )d>a(x )n(x')exp[ - J6k>)l(x)dxjdx (6)

Where g(X) is the instrument function,6^ Ä(x) is the local optical thickness
per unit length of the plasma with respect to the transition k •* *, and
a(x') is the area of the observational beam. If the spectral window of
observation i* larger than the line width at any point along the line
of sight, then the integral containing the line profile and the in-
strument function becomes a constant and can be taken out:ide the
Hne-of-sight integral. In our geometry, since we define the beam of observation
by • lens end an aperture at the focal plane, the integral /fi da of the
solid angle becomes constant along the line of sight and can be taken
outside thr. integral. Although the area increases away from the lens because
of the divergence of the beam 6 = max [2.4 ^ i j ]» the solid angle decreases
and the average solid angle over the area remains constant. The only
remaining term under the integral besides the density of atoms in level k
is then the one containing the optical thickness. We can estimate it by
using the formulae of Griem (sj for a Doppler-broadened line of hydrogen

Here S.. is in cm" , \, . in cm, the temperature T. of the absorbers
in eV.and the density n(k) of the absorbers is in cm . This is an over-
estimate, since in our parameter range the main broadening comes from the



Stark-effect. It is customary to assume, that the neutral gas consists of

fully dissociated hyorotjen, :o we set the atom and electron temperatures

eoual to about leV. Further, X = 4861 * 10 cm and the oscillator

strength f^ ^ - 0.12 for the H^ - line. Tne density n(2) can be

estimated from the equation

"(2) - ronz{?) * r. nE(Z) ^ - ^ 1 , ^ * 0 . 0 1 (8)

where n^(2) and n^l) are the L.T.E. values of the densities,and r and

r, are tabulated by Johnson and Hinnov {V} for a wide range of plasma

parameters. Except for a region at the plasma-neutral gas boundary,

where diffusion dominates, the overpopulation of the ground state is less

than 100 times the L.T.E. value everywhere. That gives n(2) < 10 cm"
12 ""-3except at the boundary, where if, could be as high as 10 cm .

6 o 4 nrw varies between 0.001 cm inside the plasma and 0.1 cm ' in the

thin boundary layer. The average reabsoprtion is quite low, although we

may introduce small errors by a^s'imng the plasma optically thin everywhere

for the \\p line. The equation for the detector signal is now reduced to

xo
/ n(4)dx (9)

"xo

where all constants a n included in (. The lateral profile after Abel

inversion yields trt radial density distribution of the k - 4 state except

for the amplitude factor C.

The electron temperature is calculated from eq. (1) after

the constant C has been determined by calibration with the help

of Thomson scattering Q o ] . The accuracy is limited mainly by the

Abel inversion of the Intensity profile, since it is peaked at the

boundary, and a SIM 11 error there will be amplified as it 1s carried into

the central region. To improve the accuracy, cne should measure the full



lateral intensity and electron density distributions n a single discharge,
and choose the calibration point at the highest possible temperature. If
the impurity content of the plasma is so low that there is no line radiation
around the higher members of the Balmer series, it is advantageous to use
Hy, Hj or even H c for the measurement of the electron temperature. Not only is
the calibration error then reduced because of the smaller ionization energy,
but both the P.L.T.E. conditions and the optical thickness conditions
are more suitabl». One can replace the calibration by Thomson scattering
with absolute calibration using a tungsten filament lamp. However,
this will not necessarily Increase the accuracy.

The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig.4. We used a 0.25 m.
Jarrel-Ash monochromator with a 1180 lines/mm grating and a 100 micron
slit. A 0.2 mm diameter aperture placed in front of the monochromator input
and at the focal plane of a lens with 250 mm focal length limited the height
of the slit. Another aperture placed on the lens limited the diameter of the
beam of observation to 5 mn. The line of sight integrated measurements were
made along the same chords as the electron dentity measurement.

5. Results

The main purpose of this investigation was to study the scaling laws
of the power input, magnetic field strength and hydrogen filling pressure.
Keeping the average magnetic field at the mi dplane at 0.5 Tesla and the
hydrogen filling pressure at 35 mTorr, we varied the power input by letting
it decrease without using the holding battery. After the initial ionization
period the plasma reached a quasi-steady state, where the product of the
discharge voltage and current equalled the applied heating power. The
voltage and current traces are shown in Fig.5.I/a, and the decaying density,

temperature and Ko Intensity in Figs. 6-8. The three profiles in theseP

figures correspond to the delay times 400 us, 600 us and 1 ms. The power
input of these times reached 1.2 MW, 0.6 MW and 0.1 MW, respectively.

In the second set of experiments, the cower input was kept constant
at 1.4 MW, and the magnetic field at 0.5 T, while we varied the neutral gas
filling pressure. The charging voltage and trigger time of the holding
battery were adjusted at each filling pressure to yield the same 1.4 MW input
power. A typical current-voltage trace 1s shown in F1g.5.I/b. The density,
temperature and Hg intensity profiles corresponding to the filling pressures
15 mTorr, 35 mTorr and 67 mTorr are demonstrated by Figs. 9-11.
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In the third set of experiments, the filling pressure was kept constant

at 35 mTorr, and the magnetic field strength was varied. The voltage and

trigger time of the holding battery were again adjusted to keep the input

power constant at 1.4 MW. The profiles corresponding to the field strengths

0.27 T, 0.36 T and 0.S Tesla are showr, in Figs. 12-14.

The observed peak densities and temperatures are in agreement with

earlier theoretical estimates fS].
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Figure Captions

Fig.1. The F-l device and its discharge circuit.C, i; the start-up
battery of capacity 140 \>F charged to !i1 = 6kV and fired
at time t, = 0, C, is the holding battery of capacity 4mF,
charged to u"2 = 1.5-3kV and fired at t2 * 250 us. The discharge
terminating ignitron ] j i? fired at t3 = 1 ms.

Fig.2. The interferometer, not drawn to scale. Distances are

in millimetres. 1 ) Detector Oudson Infrared J12lD.In.As,
2 ) He-Ne Laser Spectra Physics mod.120. 3) Silica windows,
4 ) Silica lens with focal length = 250 mm. 5) Feedback mirror,
mounted on • "Bruel & Kjaer mini-shaner" inductive transducer,
6 ) C.R.T. for the plasma signal. 7 ) C.R.T. for the calibration
signal and baseline shift 8 ) Delay ard calibration pulse
generator.

Fig.3. The geometry of the H & intensity measurement. D is the diameter
of the aperture, f is the focal length of the lens,
a(x') is the area of the beam at position x'.

Fig.4. The experimental arrangement of the actual spectroscopic
measurement. 1 ) P.M. tube , 2 ) 0.25 m. Jarrel-Ash monochromator
with 100 um slits, 3 ) Lens, focal length 250 mm, 4 ) 5 mm t
aperture, 5 ) 0.2 mm. aperture, 6 ) C.R.T. not drawn to scale.

Fig.5. Typical oscilloscope traces.

I. The discharge voltage V and current J.

a) Without holding pulse.

U1 « 5KU, |B| « 5KG, PH = 35 mTorr.

b) With holding pulse

U1 « 6KV, U? » 2.5 KV, t? = 250 us, |B \ * 5KG, PH - 35 mTorr.
Horizontal scales - 200 ins/d1v.
Vertical scales: upper trace * 500 A/d1v

lower trace - 1 kV/d1v.
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II. The interfenwteter signals.

a) plasma signal, horizontal scale - 200 ps/div

b) calibration signal, horizontal scale = 500 ys/div
vertical scales = 20 mV/div

II!. The H^signal.

horizontal scale = 200 ps/div

vertical scale - ^00 mV/div

Fig.6. The decaying electron density profile at various tiroes t.

a) t = 400 us, b) t = 600 ys, c) t = 1 ms. The average magnetic

field strength at the midplane |B| was 0.5 Tesla. The hydrogen filling

pressure p^ was 35 mTorr.

Fig.7. The electron temperature at a) t = 400 ps, b) t = 600 ps and
c) t = 1 ms. |Bj = 0.5 T, p H = 35 mTorr.

Fig.8. The HQ intensity at a) t = 400 us, b) t = 600 ps and c) t = 1 ms.
p

|B| = O.5 T, pH = 35 mTorr.

Fig.9. The electron density at filling gas pressures a) pH = 15 mTorr,

b) Pu = 35 mTorr and c) pH - 67 mTorr. The power input was 1.4 MW.
|B| = 0.5 T.

Fig.10. The electron temperature at a) pH - 15 mlorr, b) p H = 35 mTorr
and c) pH = 67 nTorr. The power input, was 1.4 MW. |B| = 0.5 T.

Fig.11. The H~ intensity at a) p H = 15 mTorr, b) p^ - 35 mTorr and
c) pH = 67 mTorr. The power input was 1.4 MW. |B| = 0.5 T.

Fig.l?. The electron density profile at field strengths a) |B| = 0.27 T,
b) |B| = 0.36 T and c) |B| = 0.5 Tesla. The power input was 1.4 MW.
PH - 35 mTorr.

Fig.13. The electron temperature at a) |B|= 0.27 T, b) |B| = 0.36 T and
c) |B| = 0.5 Tesla. The power input was 1.4 MW. pH = 35 uTorr.

Fig.14. Thfi MR intensity at a) |B| = O.?7 I, b) jB| --• 0.36 T and
c) |Bj - C.5 r.. Thp power input was 1.4 MW. p^ = 3b mTorr.
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Table I. Experimental parameter values.

For all cases li-, = fkV, t] = 0

A) The power input was varied by letting the discharge decay without the

holding battery. The filling pressure of Hydrogen was PH = 35 mTorr,

and the average magnetic field strength |B| = 0.5 T.

a)

b)

c)

Power input

1.2 MW

0.6 MW

0.1 MW

at time

400 us

600 us

1 ITS

Fig.

6.

Te 7-

Ii Q

B) The filling pressure was varied. The input power was held at 1.4 MW at

t - 700 ps by choosing the proper charging voHage for the holding

battery, and keeping the magnetic field at |Bj = 0.5. T.

a)

b)

c)

PH

75

35

67

mTorr

mTorr

mTorr

U

3

2

2

2

.

.5

2

KV

KV

KV

t2

250

250

. 300

as

l'S

700 us 9.

700 vs 10.

700 MS 11.

C) The magnetic field wa? varied. The input power was held at 1.4 MW, and the

filling pressure was Pu = 35 mTorr.

•I B | 'J2 t2

a) 0.27 T 1.75 KV 300 MS 1 n^ 700 us 12.

b) 0.36 T 2.0 KV 300 us f Tp '00 us 13.

C) 0.5 "T ?.5 KV 250 us J HH 700 us 14.
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